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End of Grade 5	  

Standard 1 	  

Students use skills, resources, and 
tools to inquire, think critically, and gain 
knowledge.	  
	  

Indicators/Skills 	  
● Follow an inquiry-based process in seeking 

knowledge and making real-world connections. 	  
● Identify and formulate questions to frame 

search for information needs. 	  
● Find, evaluate, and select appropriate sources 

to answer questions. 	  
● Select information from diverse and various 

formats. 	  
● Collaborate with others to broaden and deepen 

understanding. 	  
● Make sense of information gathered. 	  

	  

Competencies/Benchmarks 	  

1. Generate questions and practice different ways to locate and evaluate sources that provide needed 
information. 

2. Connect ideas or topics to their own interests. 
3. Articulate what is known about a topic, problem, or question. 
4. With guidance, generate a list of keywords for an inquiry based project. 
5. Identify and use appropriate sources to acquire background information. 
6. Predict answers to inquiry questions based on background knowledge and beginning observations or 

experiences. 
7. With guidance formulate questions about the topic. 
8. Assess questions to determine which can be answered by simple facts, which cannot be answered, and 

which would lead to an interesting inquiry. 
9. Revise the question or problem as needed to arrive at a manageable topic. 
10. Understand the library’s organizational scheme and what main topics are included in each section. 
11. Select and use appropriate sources, including specialized reference sources and databases to answer 

questions. 
12. Use multiple resources, including print, electronic, and human to locate information. 
13. Use the organizational structure of a book (for example, table of contents, index, chapter headings) to 

locate information and answer questions. 
14. Use text features and illustrations to decide which resources are best to use and why. 
15. Skim/scan to locate information that is appropriate to age and ability level. 
16. Identify facts and details that support main ideas. 
17. Evaluate facts for accuracy. 
18. Distinguish between fact and opinion. 
19. Interpret information taken from maps, graphs, charts, and other visuals. 
20. Select information to answer questions or solve a problem. 
21. Use various note taking strategies (for example, outlining, questioning the text, highlighting, graphic 

organizers). 
22. Paraphrase or summarize information in various formats. 
23. Draw conclusions based on facts and premises. 
24. Recognize when facts from two different sources conflict and seek additional sources to verify accuracy. 
25. Recognize their own misconceptions when new information conflicts with previously held opinions. 
26. Search an online catalog to locate materials. 
27. Use selected websites and periodical databases to find appropriate information. 
28. Use selected search engines to find appropriate information. 
29. Use software or online tools to record and organize information. 
30. Work in teams to produce original works or solve problems. 
31. Respect others’ opinions through active listening and questioning. 

	  
	  


